
Chapter 2 

    Problem Statement & Approach 
 

2.1  Problem Definition & Approach 

 

As discussed in the introduction chapter, the number of attacks on network-connected 

hosts has increased over the last several years, making the security of networks an 

increasingly important problem. Due to technological revolutions in Distributed 

systems, Remote access technologies such as Virtual Private networks, cryptography, 

and developments in network infrastructures and models ex: Bandwidth / Quality of 

service/ network backbones / extranets lead the globalization of business activities 

and processes. Also this technological impact made a new era of “virtual teams”. A 

virtual team also known as a Geographically Dispersed Team (GDT) is a group of 

individuals who work across time, space, and organizational boundaries with links 

strengthened by webs of communication technology . So these geographically 

dispersed wide area networks span numerous remote sites and are comprised of 

critical network elements that must be constantly monitored and accessible at all 

times. Therefore network security measures and policies are needed to protect against 

unknown third party attempts. Constant monitoring will detect failures and escalation 

procedures should be needed in order to operate effectively in 24x7x365. 

 

As discussed previously, Firewalls play a critical role in today’s distributed networks 

against unauthorized access. In other words major portion of the network security is 

depends on the firewall. So managing and monitoring the firewall rules in distributed 

environment have increased the daily workload of the system engineers and network 

administrator. As a practice, investigating the system log files routinely will increase 

the security measures of the system. To do so it is not always practical to connect to 

several servers remotely. Sometimes role based security is needed in order to allocate 

system maintenance / responsibilities. As an example network engineer will create 

firewall rules and a trainee engineer will do daily monitoring tasks. (Investigating log 



files for relevant prefixes and report to the senior engineer). Some times this log file 

requires super user permission for reading. 

 

In the Linux environment configuring a firewall is not an easy task. iptables 

utility consists of lot of parameters, switches and filtering chains such as prerouting, 

postrouting, forwarding with various configurations. So remembering all these 

switches and parameters is not practical. Therefore easy and user-friendly way of rule 

generation will be useful for the system administration staff. 

 

2.2  Scope 

 

Proposed distributed firewall can operate in a central location act as a centralized 

policy manager. It propagates firewall rules  to the relevant node in the distributed 

network using the secure protocol, and monitor its distributed node status centrally to 

reduce the workload of engineers and administrators. It also prevents the single point 

of failure of a node in the distributed environment. This also increases the reliability 

in network security measures. The centralized system will capture the distributed 

system logs periodically and will help administrators to analyze and detect security 

threats immediately. Apart from the above mentioned features the current research 

address the problem of creating complex iptables firewall rules in Linux 

environment with a web based user friendly firewall rule generation engine. This 

allows users to create complex rules without remembering the iptables syntax and 

specific parameters. The Rule propagation protocol will transfer firewall rules from 

the centralized server to the remote node using an end to end encryption based on 

secure socket layer (SSL) and Transport Layer security (TLS).  

 

The author has integrated the Linux High availability solution using “Floating IP” 

concept and zone database clustering in case of a failure in the Main Distributed 

Firewall Server (DFS). Short messaging service (SMS) also integrated to the DFS in 

order to query the remote node status from anywhere, and send critical SMS alerts to 

set of responsible persons in case of a threat or a service downtime. 



 

2.3 Motivation 

The author has adopted the “zone” concept in Domain Name system (DNS) , for his 

designing phase  of the distributed firewall system. Domain Name System (DNS) 

converts the name of a Web site (www.mysite.com) to an IP address (xx.xx.xx.xx). 

This DNS is used in routing traffic over the internet. DNS concept is based on a zone  

file, which is a database element of the DNS used by DNS server software (ex: BIND  

Berkeley Internet Name Domain). A zone file typically contains information that 

defines mappings between domain names and IP addresses and can also contain 

reverse mappings which can resolve IP addresses into domain names.[2] 

 
   zone “my-web-site.org” { 
 
   type master; 
      notify no; 
   allow-query { any; }; 
   file “my-site.zone”; 
 
   }; 

 

  Figure 2-1 – Sample Zone file used in BIND DNS 

 

The Proposed Distributed Firewall’s remote nodes are defined as Zones in the 

Databases. Each zone consists of a ip-address, Server name ,  serial Number, and a set 

of firewall rules . So the centralized policy manager or the Distributed Firewall server 

will have several remote nodes’ firewall rules along with its IP address and other 

relevant fields. These details are used by the authors secure protocol, to propagate the 

rules to a remote node. 

   Zone mail-server 

   { 

   IP-addr – xx.xx.xx.xx 

   Name – mail-server 

   Serial-no – 200704231231 

    Rule-set - /etc/rule-mail-server 

   } 



 Figure 2-2   Hypothetical view of the Distributed firewalls zone concept 

2.4 Challenges  

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the number of attacks on network-connected 

hosts has increased over the last several years, making the security of networks an 

increasingly important problem. The author has focused more on security measures of 

the rule propagation protocol such as end to end encryption between distributed 

firewall server and its remote nodes. That is used to prevent rule modification, and 

incorrect rule propagation to the remote nodes in case of a remote attack by a third 

party. 

 

Another main challenge was to design the iptables rule generation engine. Due 

to the complex nature of rule parameters and switches, designing the Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) in a user friendly way was a real challenge in the research. 

 

The author has spent considerable time for database design / identifying other 

relevant fields to build the zone concept in to his distributed firewall system. Web 

based remote node monitoring and role based security hierarchy was designed using 

some past real world experience and using some information security models such as 

Bell lapdaula model (BLP).[2] 

 

Configuring the Short Messaging Service (SMS) gateway on Fedora core 6 kernel 

with a GSM modem  was a new experience (GSM modems AT commands and 

capabilities) to the author and the kannel user guide gave a good insight to the script 

invocation and programming interfaces handling on the SMS gateway.  

 

Finally the author has researched and configured   open source high availability 

solutions, clustering and data synchronization methods in his research project in order 

to address practical & critical problems such as single point of failure in the 

Distributed Firewall Server. So the above solutions addressed the smooth operations 

of 24x7x365 without any interruption in the DFS services and remote nodes.  


